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Description All papyri from this Demotic archive belong to the British Museum, acquired from Mrs. I. 
Kaptein in 1973 and registered in 1973 and 1974.1 The archive, reconstructed by Pestman 
(1995), is connected to other archives of Theban families (see family tree in Appendix*): the 
archives of Teos and Thabis/ Stairbint (TM Arch 228), Pechytes son of Pchorchonsis (TM 
Arch 177), Psenminis and Tamounis (TM Arch 203) and Panas son of Espmetis (TM Arch 
446). The latter archive keeper temporarily held three documents belonging to the Anonymous 
family archive (see below, Second stage). The link with the archive of Psenminis and 
Tamounis is established through Tamounis' first husband, who was a grandson of Iouf-aou II 
(see family tree in Appendix*).  

Several male parties involved in the papers of this archive are “doorkeeper (ỉry-ʿȝ) of 
Amenophis (Imn-Ipj) in the west of Thebes”; the title of “doorkeeper” (ỉry-ʿȝ), a priest who 
controlled the areas of a sanctuary open to the public,2 is in bilingual documentation translated 
as pastophoros (a “pastos-bearer”). Amenophis or Amun of Ipet, who probably had its roots in 
Ipet (on the East bank) and visited every ten days the small temple called Ḏsr-s.t (“Holy 
place”) on the West bank, also had his own cult in one of the holies of holies of the Ḏsr-s.t 
temple,3 where the parties of the present archive may have worked. In addition, a doorkeeper 
(ỉry-ʿȝ)-priest often served as choachytes, who “poured libations” for mummies entrusted to 
him (see TM Arch 50). Several parties and/or keepers of the present archive indeed owned 

                                                
1 Pestman 1995, p. 91. 
2 For the reading ỉry-ʿȝ, see F. Hoffmann and J.F. Quack, ‘Pastophoros’, in A.M. Dodson, J.J. Johnston, W. Monkhouse 
(eds.), A Good Scribe and an Exceedingly Wise Man: Studies in Honour of W.J. Tait (GHP Egyptology 21), London, 
2014, p. 127-154. 
3 K. Vandorpe, ‘City of many a gate, harbour for many a rebel’, in S.P. VLEEMING, Hundred-gated Thebes: acts of a 
colloqium on Thebes and the Theban area in the Graeco-Roman period, (Papyrologica Lugduno-Batava 27), Leiden, 
1995, p. 225. See also P.W. Pestman, in Papyrologica Lugduno-Batava 19, p. 199-200. 
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tombs on the Theban West bank. 

Pestman (1995) divides the archive into three stages. The first stage involves four documents 
(14, 17, 18, 19) and three people: Thabis, her daughter Timounis and her grandson 
Amenothes, to whom tombs and the related archival papers are passed (see App.). To the 
second stage may be reckoned two papyri (3, 8) when Thabis’ grandson Amenothes ceded his 
tombs to Panas, son of Espmetis. The last stage affects only one document (4), when Panas 
ceded in his turn his tombs and related papers to an anonymous person, hence the name of the 
archive, as suggested by Pestman.4  

First stage (270-199 BC) 

In January-February 272 BC the doorkeeper (ỉry-ʿȝ)-priest Snachomneus, son of Parates, 
donated to his niece Thabis, daughter of Paminis and granddaughter of Parates, her father's 
share of Parates' tombs in the necropolis of Djeme (14). In February-March 212 BC Timounis, 
daughter of Teos and the above mentioned Thabis, bought from the Greek Hermotimos, son of 
Ammonios, one eighth of a house, located on the East bank in the Theban district known as 
“House of the Cow”5; Hermotimos had bought a half share of the house at a public auction 
(17). In January-February 209 BC the same Timounis negotiated with her brother the 
doorkeeper (ỉry-ʿȝ)-priest Panouphis a division of some tombs belonging to their inheritance 
(18). In November-December 199 BC the doorkeeper (ỉry-ʿȝ)-priest Amenothes, son of 
Thotsytmis and Timounis, borrowed 1 ½ artabas of wheat and 3 1/3 artabas of barley from 
Peteminis, son of Thotsytmis and Thaubastis (19). The loan had to be returned about half a 
year later, by 8 July 198 BC.  

Second stage (c. 198 BC) 

In December 198 BC-January 197 BC the just mentioned Amenothes sold tombs in the 
necropolis of Djeme to his colleague doorkeeper (ỉry-ʿȝ)-priest Panas, son of Espmetis and 
Senyris (3). Between 185 and 170 BC Totoes, son of Totoes, swore an oath before the god 
Djeme in favour of Panas about a deed of cession according to which the doorkeeper (ỉry-ʿȝ)-
priest Amenothes son of Harsiesis had ceded real estate (probably tombs) to Panas (8).6 

Third stage (197-191 BC) 

Between 197 and 191 BC Panas, son of Espmetis, ceded some of his tombs (the ones he 
obtained in e.g. 3) and related papers to a person whose name is unfortunately lost in a lacuna 
(4).7 

 

                                                
4 Pestman 1995, p. 98-99. 
5 For the district of the “House of the cow”, see P. Teos, p. 18-55. 
6 5 is a deed of cession of 175 BC by this Amenothes son of Harsiesis addressed to Panas, but it is unlikely that the oath 
8 (part of the present archive) is related to the cession 5 (part of TM Arch 446), as the tombs of 5 are not sold by Panas 
in the third stage of the archive. 
7 The present real estate subarchive (TM Arch 444) was during the second stage (c. 198 BC) part of the family archive 
of Panas, son of Espmetis (TM Arch 446), but was in the third stage (197-191 BC) handed over to the new owner of the 
tombs thus becoming part of the Anonymous family archive. The acquisition history of both archives confirms the 
hypothesis that the real estate subarchive left Panas' archive: the archive of Panas (TM Arch 446) was acquired by the 
British Museum more than 70 years earlier than the present real estate subarchive (TM Arch 444). 
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A real estate subarchive 

The archive was characterized by Pestman as a family archive, which is partly correct: the first 
three archive keepers (Thabis, her daughter Timounis and her grandson Amenothes) are 
related. The papers were consequently handed over to Panas, a colleague, only related to 
Amenothes through a common ancestor (going back five generations); Panas in his turn 
handed over the real estate papers to an unknown person who bought some of his tombs. We 
charactize these papers as a real estate subarchive, because these were mainly title deeds and 
other legal documents handed over together with the tombs and becoming part of a 
private/family archive of an unknown person. 

The tomb of Amenrosis (which contained various mummies) and some other tombs are listed 
in four archival documents (14, 18, 3, 4), title-deeds which became part of the papers of the 
anonymous last archive keeper.8 The loan 19 was probably handed over to Panas in 198 BC 
together with the sale 3, maybe because “the payment of the debt in 19 was a part of the 
agreement 3”;9 thus, Panas apparently paid Amenothes’ debt. The oath 8, acquired by the same 
person (Kaptein) at the same time as the other archival texts, must also have been part of the 
archive;10 8 was another legal document that was important to prove the rightful possession of 
certain tombs. The reason why 17 (sale of a house) belonged to the archive is not clear. 

The reconstruction of this archive by Pestman (1995) has “changed history”: it led to a 
substantial correction of the chronology of the reign(s) of the native pharaoh(s) Haronnophris 
– Chaonnophris (205-186 BC).11 

Archive texts P. BM. Andrews 3, 4, 8, 14, 17, 18, 19. 

Text types Sale and cession: 3, 17 (only sale), 4 (only cession); Donation: 14; Division: 18; Loan: 19; 
Oath: 8. 

  

                                                
8 Some of these tombs occur also in the archive of Panas, son of Espmetis (TM Arch 446). 
9 Pestman 1995, p. 98, n. 17. 
10 Pestman 1995, p. 96. 
11 Chaonnophris was initially considered the successor of Haronnophris, but the latter (“Horus-Onnophris”) may have 
changed his name into Chaonnophris (“May Onnophris live”), see A.-E. Veïsse, ‘Retour sur les révoltes égyptiennes’, 
in G. Charpentier and V. Puech (eds.), Villes et campagnes aux rives de la Méditerranée ancienne. Hommages à 
Georges Tate (Topoi Suppl. 12), 2013, p. 507–516.  
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Appendix Stemma of the family; the archive keepers are put in bold; holders of other archives are 
marked by an asterisk. 

 
Senharpochrates     x      Iouf-aou I 

Timounis  x     Parates                                      Teos*    x    Thabis/ Stairbint* 

Snachomneus      Paminis                                Iouf-aou II*           Eschonsis 

Teos   x   Thabis           Tathotis     x       Panas        Patemis 

             Thotsytmis   x   Timounis   Panouphis  Pchorchonsis         Espmetis 

         Amenothes                                   Pechytes*                 Panas* 

 

 

 

For a fuller genealogy, see P. Teos, p. 17. 
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